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ABSTRACT 

The paper constitutes a contribution to the 
problem of evaluating influence of a limited 
reliability of devices composing switching 
systems in telephony on grade of service of 
such systems. The subject of the paper is de
termination of influence of faulty trunks on 
grade of service of full availability groups 
composed of limited reliability trunks outgomg 
from one-section s~itching systems having FD~ 
input and working with losses of calls appear
ing during occupancy of all trunks in the group. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of the problem in which manner grade 
of service of full availability groups is in
fluenced by presence of faulty trunks requires 
modification of the full availability group 
classical model by taking into ·consideration 
new structural and traffic quantities. At the 
same time one of the most sUbstantial aspects 
of the problem proved to be inclusion of variollJ 
kinds of free trunks choice; the question not 
influencing grade of service of full availabi
lity groups created of trunks with ideal (in 
assumption) reliabilit~ but having principal 
importance in considerLng non-reliable systems • 

With reference to the classical model of full 
availability group considered by AoKo Erlang 
the model of the modified system has been 
characterized as followsl 

a) availability - full availability to 

b) 
N outgoing trunks 

input process - Poison input with 

c) 
intensity A 

type of service - in order of arrivals, 

d) treatment of calls-
no priority 
the calls are rejected 

appearing when all without influence on 

e) 
outlets are busy the input process 
kinds of outgoing - efficient and faulty 
trunks (the number of faulty 

f) 
trunks: i = 0,1 t 2 , ••. , N) 

kind of faults - the faulty trunks are 
available for new calm 
in the same manner as 
the efficient trunks, 
but seizure of a faul~ 
trunks leads to impro-
per service, i.e. to 
the event called 
"failure" 

g) treatment of - the calls disappear 
improperly served without influence on 
calls the input process 

11) holding times - negative - exponential; 
distribution the holding times for 

efficient trunks (tm) 
and for faulty trunkS 
(tf~) may differ in 

i) 
th r mean values 

algorithms of - i 1) random hunting 
hunting ~2) sequential hunting 

13) cyclic-random hunt-
ing (sequential 
hunting with start-
point choiced at 
random) • 

As criterion of grade of service has been taken 
probability of losses or failures 

K = B + Z (1) 
B expressed probability of losses, called also 
losses coefficient t whereas Z expresses pro1:a
bility of failures, in other words failures coe
efficient. Quantities K, B and Z are determin
edgenerallyas effectiveness indicators • 



Quantities without subscripts are related to 
the expected effectivenesso Quantities with 
subscripts are related to particular states of 
efficiency or to groups of these states. 

Effectiveness indicators are determined on the 
ground of the premise, that for each number i 
of faulty trunks as well as for each arrange
ment of in the group, birth and death process 
describing appearance and disappearance of caDs 
is a stationary process. This enables to deter
mine the stationary distribution of final pro
babilities of states of trunks occupancy in a 
group and determination of probabilities, that 
a call appearing during different occupancy 
states becomes lost or failed. 

Determination of probabilities distribution of 
existence of particular arrangements of i 
faulty trunks in a group of N trunks enables 
to evaluate probability of losses and failures 
for a determined number i of faulty trunks 
whereas determination of the probability P(!), 
that i arbitrarily mranged trunks are faulty, 
makes it possible to evaluate effectiveness 
indicators with regard to all possible efficien
cy states. 

Assumption that faults of trunks are independ
ent and equally probable for all trunks establ
ishes description of distribution for parti~ 
efficiency states discriminated by the number 
and arrangement of faulty trunks in a form of 
binomial distribution. This is an assumption 
quite often possible to accept in practice, 
though there is nothing (except some numerical 
difficulties) against eventual acceptance of 
some other distribution modelo 

Basic relations applied for evaluation of eff~ 
tiveness indicators are formulated in formulae 
(2), (3) and (4). 

( Z) 

(3 ) 

(?) 
Zi'=L ZLd 'P(CXll) (4) 

0\:1 • 

Arrangement number of i faulty trunks among 
N trunks of the group is denoted by ~ • 

Subscripts i, d. are related to the efficiency 
states discriminated by the number and arrange
ment of faulty trunks, whereas subscripts "i 
with dot" are related to the efficiency states 
discriminated by the number of faulty trunks 
taking into account all possible arrangements 

cL • 

On the ground of these formulae it has been 
made an aDtempt to determine analitically 
expressions enabling to evaluate the effective
ness indicators according to structural para
meters of the system, i.e. to the: 

- number of trunks in the group (N) , 
- number of faulty trunks (i), 
- algorithm of hunting, 

as well as to traffic parameters, i.e. to the: 
- intensity of input process (~) 
- kind of faults determined by ratio of mean 

values of service time of calls by efficient 
trunks and faulty ones (tm/tmu = 13). 

From the midst of the above mentioned paramet
ers the most essential demarcation makes the 
algorithm of trunks hunting. Some discussion 
worth are also parameters 13 and A. • For!3 
there have been distinguished three character
istic points: f3 = CX), ,,= 1 and f3 = 0, which 
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is corresponding with faults with infinitely 
short (practically very short as compared with 
normal service) time of trunk occupancy by the 
failed call, further to calls for which t mu.= \. • 
and finally to faults which put faulty trunKS 
out of service process. First two points are 
limiting practical variation range of ~ for 
f .aults non-disconnecting faulty elements out of 
service process, third one changes the accepted 
character of faults. 

Parameter ~ in great part of presented below 
results does not appear openly. Insfead of it 
is applied a fixed value of Bo_ which corresp
onds to the definition: ,,).. ma'tched so, that 
losses coefficient of a fully efficient group 
has a fixed value". Acceptance of BO_ equal 
to 0,5 %0, 1 % and 20 % enables to analyse 
the effectiveness of groups, for which (in 
computations regardless of trunks non-reliabi
lity) are foreseen losses very small, medium -
often met in practice - and comparatively large 
ones. 

Basic weight of considerations lies in the pr~ 
lem of effect of faulty trunks, not e'liminated 
from the service procedure; at the same time at 
the foreground comes out evaluation of failure 
coefficients. Losses coefficients are of seco~ 
-rate character. 

2. MOST ESSENTIAL ANALYTICAL RELATIONS • 

For a random hunting have been obtained analy-
tical expressions which are exact within assum
ptions determining the system model under 
considerationo 

Formulae (5) 
relations. 

and (6) are expressing general 

(5 ) 

(6) 

In this formulae r expresses the number of 
busy efficient trunks, s - the number of busy 
faulty trunks, gr s - probability of the state 
r,s. ' 

Formulae (7) and (8) show general equation 
of states and normalizing equation enabling to 
determine values of g • Formulae (9) and 
(10) determine distri£~~ion of calls flow with 
intensity ~ between efficient trunks (9) and 
faulty ones (10) in the state r,s. 

O=-(lLtrt/3s)·gr,stlLn.r-l,s·9r-l,st Au.r.s-l·gr;s-It(r +1) -gr+1.s+t3{St1) ·9r.Sf1 (7) 

~ t gr,s =1 (B) 
,..05.0 

N-i- r ( ) 
An,r;5= N-(rtS) . A 9 

i - 5 
Au.r.s= N- (f+5) . A. (10) 

Formula (11) applies to the specific case 
[3=0<:>. 

L (N.-r) 
r' L 

In this case s = 0 for all values of r fram 
o up to N-i and it is obtained a relatively 

simple form of occupancy distribution of trunks 
in the group. 

• 

• 
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Pormulae (12) and (13) concern the case 
fj .= 1. These formulae are valid f-or all three 

kinds of hunting under consideration. 

Bt.=B=5N{A.) (l=O,1,2, ........•. ,N) (12) 

li.. = ~ [1-EN (i\.)] ( 13) 

Por sequential hunting have been obtained exact 
expressions for {3 = 1 - formulae ( 12) and 
(13) - and for f3 =00. For value of 13 
comprised between these specific points there 
have been obtained approximate expressions, 
usefulness of which has been coIlf'irmed analy
tically. 

Formula (14) applies to f3 = ex:> 

It,; (~) t (f=n 'EN~j (A) 
l ~'L 

(14 ) 

Formulae (15) and (16) are approximate. 

. ~J.. f (§-1) . (). EN-i lAf)- Ft 'EN-!+1(Af) (15) 
Zi.~(~) t:1 l-I EN-~ ~ EN-~ (Af) 

Z· ~ 1 ~ It-1)'E (A).-EN-~(Af)-EN-)+1 (Af) (16) 
L' rl)f.L L-1 N-i EN-j(Af) 

Both they are based on the approximation 
expressed in formula ,17) and constituting 
adaptation of Berkeley s assumption [.1], 
which formulates influence of the character 
change of calls flow outgoing from a system of 
certain number of trunks with identical distri
bution of holding time. Por a single transfor
mation of calls flow the said assumption is ala:> 
in line with the formulated b: R.I.Wilkinson 
~quivalent Random Theory" [2J • 

( 17) 

Formula (15) is of fundamental charactero It 
is based on the assumption that a call non 
served by the first faulty trunk meets a failu
re when the next trunk is also faultYI but when 
this next trunk is efficient or not existing -
- the call does not meet failure. Formula (16) 
is based on the assumption that a call non se~ 
ed by the first faulty trunk does not meet 
.failure. This formula is auxiliary one used for 
veryfication of validity of formula (15). 

For cyclic-random hunting it has been obtained 
- apart from the case fo = 1 - a general form 
of equations of state for the case f3 = 00 at 
i = 1. This form and the normalizing equation 
are shown by formulae (18) and (19) • 

gc(n.vjj= vt{n
1
-w) *" ~ f (S<l +1)' 9t(n.v-1) l + f'1!:(I\Vtfll) l l=1 t·j 

n (~ L 9c(n,v)j ::.1 
V-Q J= 

Notations of major importance: 
n=1I-1 
v number of busy trunks from 

among n 

(18 ) 

(19 ) 

" 

c(n,v)j -

number of busy trunks in a series 
at the end of group of n truDks 
by a total number v of busy 
trunks, 
j-th arrangement of v. elements 
within n numbered places, 
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k(n,v :;: 1) 1 - l-th arrangement,. created 
from the arrangement 
c (n,v) j by deduction (or 
addition) of one element, 

- number of elements previous 
in a close set to the elem
ent deducted from t~e 
arrangement c(n,v)j in 
order to create the arrang
ement k(n,v - 1) 1. 

Apart from the direct usefulness of the discus~ 
ed formulae for the case i = 1 there exists 
possibility of using them also for i:>1, becau
se at f3 = ex:> the group can be divided in certa:in 
number of systems corresponding with the model 
shown in fig.1. 

hunting , • N-l 

direction overflow.. • 

fttftfft /'-1 .. · · · · · 'IN 'Io./N 

Poisson's FLows, eaCh of intensity "-IN 

Fig.1. Service model for cyclic-random hunting, 
!3=CXJ, i=1 

Complexity of relations obtained for the easiest 
to formulate characteristic values of ~ causes 
that possibility of using them in practice is 
rather doubtful. The proposed by the autor and 
confirmed by simUlation tests method of approxi
mate evaluation of ~roups with cyclic-random 
hunting by considering them as groups with rand
om hunting enables yet in this case to obtain 
approximate evaluations useful to draw practical 
conclusions. 

Formulae ( 21 ) and (22) are re la te d to the 
case f3 = 0 and are common for all three kinds 
of hunting. Values of failure coefficients in 
this case are equal to zero (20). 

(20) 

,tN-i. 

S. - 1N-ITT 
l'- N-t 7L~ 

L~ 
~=O 

(21 ) 

~. ~ (N) i ( ) N-i. B=?- P(l)'EI'H(A)=4- 1. '0 • i-a 'E
N

- i ()..) l=O L=O 
( ZZ) 

These relatively simple formulae determine 
losses coefficients for the cas~;9f faults which 
put non-efficient trunks out of service process. 

3. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION EXAMPIES 

In fig.2 is shown comparison of computation 
results of J~~ values in function of i for 
random hunt~ and corresponding simulation 
tests for cyclic-random huntingo Simulation 
results have been obtained by confidence level 
0,950 

Examples are related to value of j.3=0<:> i.e. to 
the case when expected differences should be 
maximum. Besides three curves describing - as 
it was mentioned before - cases of groups with 
heavy, average and small traffic load, in the 
figure are found also straight lines concerning 
zero traffic load (Bo.= 0). Fig.2 comprises 
examples for number ot' truriks in the group 
N = 4 and N = 6. 



Fig.3 presents the same relations for N = 10. 
.As shown Z:i. values are for cyclic-random 
hunting higner than for random hunting. This 
regularity has been confirmed analytically. 
Maximum differences appear for i = 1 and grow 
in function of the group traffic load as well 
as in function of increasing number of trunks 
in the group. After all they are relatively 
little. We will return to this matter when 
discussing figo9. 

09 

0,8 

0] 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 

o 40 

Zi· = f (L) 

N=6 
fJ:.oo 

/ random hunting 

I cyclic - random 
hunting 

3 6 

Figo2. Relations Z~. = f(i) for random hunting 
and for cycric-random hunting 

It- : f(i) 
N=fO 09 

08 
f3:~ 

01 

0,6 

0.4 

0,3 

0,2 

0,' 

o 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig.3. Relations Z{ = f (1) for random 
hunting and ror cyclic-random hunting 

In fig.4 are shown relations Z.. = f (i\.,) ffor 
random hunting and for sequential hunting. 

Extensively is taken here into account the case 
of the group containing N = 10 trunks I yet 
character of curves remains identical for other 
numbers of trunks in the group. On the curves 
are marked ~ - values corresponding with 
Bo. = 0,5 %0, 1 % and 20 %. As shown, increase 
or intensity of calls flow corresponding with 
400-fold increase of losses coefficient in a 
full efficiency group corresponds with only 
negligible increase of failure coefficient. 
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For N = 10, ft> = 0<> and i = 1 the largest 
in this example increase of Zbn is approxi-
mately double for sequential h ting and triple 
for random hunting. 

li· Zi = f{)..) • 1.0 se wm . 
)N=/Oii.9;~-random 

0,9 N:IO;i:5 ;fo: -

N=4;i=Z;fJ=oo ,; 
..A- sequen . 

0.8 
5e~uen ./ ./ 

N·IO;(=9if.>= ' 
0,7 / 

f.. N='Oj i~Si ~:-
I random 

0,6 N: IO;i=fif.>:oo 
se4uen. 

0.5 
"-

" "-0,4 N:4;i:2;~=1 'x N·'Oj(=5;f.>=1 
N:1Oii'1;f.>:-

O,~ 
random 

0,2 

0,1 
N=/O;i' 1;f~: 1 

'/I. 
0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig.4. Relations Z. = f (A.) for random huntlng • 
and for sequential hunting 

In fig.5. is seen comparison of relations 
Z .. = f(i) for random hunting and sequential 
hnnting. Data of examples are corresponding 
with fig.2 and 3. In fig.5 is exposed the 
case of groups with average traffic load. Here 
are conspicuous by far larger differences of 
Z~ values than by comparison of random hunt~ 
and cyclic-random hunting. 

o 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig.5. Relations Z. = f (i) for random 
hynting and tor sequential hunting 

In fig.6 is shown the case of comparison of 
groups with heavy traffic load. Character of 
curves remains the same. Values of failure 
coefficients for sequential hunting are distinct
ly larger than for random hunting. 

In fig.7 is presented the case of taking form 
of values Z .• = f (f.» for rand6m hunting by 
i = 1. For ~1> 1 the course of curves is 
similar. Here is conspicuous quickly decreasing 
slope of curves. At small and medium values of 

• 

• 
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groups load for B.= 0,5 r~ and B.= 1 % 
already for values 0~~4 one can withOgood 
accuracy evaluate failure coefficient by making 
use of relatively simple relations for 0 =00 • 

li· 
1.0 

0$1 

0,8 

0,7 

0.6 

0.5 

0,4 

0,3 

a,z 

0,1 

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig.G. Relations Zi. = f (i) for random 
hunting and ror sequential hunting 

0,3 

0,2 

0.1 

/ 
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/ 

-------------- -/--_. 
/ ---' 

~~----------~~~~~---=~-

N = 10 ; 80' = 1 % ----
N=10 ; 80' = Q5 100 --_. 

j3 
O'----+--+--31-----+

Q
-----

6
+-----tr----+-g --9+----+10- - - - ~ 

Fig.? Relations Zi' = f(~) for random 
hunting 

In fig.8 is presented analogical example for 
sequential hunting. Character of curves is 
similar, though their slope is decreasing not 
so quicklyo With exception of heavy loads good 
results of equating ~<;:# ° for ~ ~ 10 may be 
expected. However, one can generally apply the 
said Simplification for fo~ 20, which for mean 
duration of connections on efficient trunks of 
the order of 120 sec. is conforming with mean 
holding time for calls served by faulty trunks 
of the order of G sec and can be useful in 
practice. 

Fig.9 shows example of run of Z._ = f (N). 
The example is relative to the caSe of fo = "- , 
i = 1 for which values appear maximum differ
ences of failure coefficients by different 
algorithms of hunting • 
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06 
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OJ 

li- '" f (/3) 

i::1 
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I 
/ . 

/ I 
/ I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

0~-4-~--+-~-~-+---~~~-4--+---~ 1 3 4 6 7 g 9 10 _ 

Fig.8. Relations Zi_ = f(~) for sequential 
hunting 

--- sequential hunting and limiting curve 
+or Bo.=O 

0,5 
random hunting 

- - -- cycLic - rondom hunting 

130' = 1% 

----------
80· - 20% 

0.2 

OJ 

-- --
BO· = Q5%o 

O~~~-----~------+_-----~--------~N 
4 6 10 zo 30 40 50 

Fig.9. Relations Zi. = f (N) 
Here attracts notice the fact, that failure 
coefficients for sequential hunting have relat
ively large values already for one faulty tr~ 
at the same time these values practically do 
not decrease in function of the group size. One 
can say, that one faulty trunk is by this hunt
ing algorithm at least so dangerous for large 
group as for small one. Curves for random hunt
ing and for cyclic-random hunting diverge from 



each other relatively slightly, thus confirm
ing possibility of approximate ev~luation of 
effectiveness of groups with cycl~c-random 
hunting by treating them as groups with random 
huntiDge 

At the first sight curves for random hunting 
give the impression that runs of Zi o = f (N) 
are for these hunting algorithms decreasing 
functions. In fact for B = 20 % curves 
for non-arranged hunting Bass the minimum in 
vicinity of N = 40. Approximate computations 
for random hunting have been shown, that for 
average traffic load appearance of the minimum 
of the considered function may be expected by 
N = 160, whereas for small load - by N~ 450. 
It is worth stressing that after passing the 
minimum - increase of Z should be conside
rably slower than decreaae of this function in 
its first part of run. 

Fig.10 constitutes complement of the discussed 
example for fo = 1. Curves for all algorithms 
of liunting are coinciding. 

N 
O~~-+------~--------r-------~------~ 
4610 20 50 

Fig.10. Relations Z1. = f (N) , f3 = 1 
In fig.11 is shown formation of the losses 
coefficient in function of the trunks number 
in the group by one faulty trunk. Values j3 = 0, 
1 and 4 [fragmentarily only) have been taken into 
account. The course for J3 = 0<) is not presen1r
ed in view of the applied logarithmic scale. 

f,O 
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0,001 

0.0005 

Bi- BC.: fiN) i" 1 

Bo- = 20% 

Ba- = 1'10 

Bo- =0,5"/00 

0,0002 J? " 4 
Ba·: 0,5%0 N 

0.0001 LO-?~-l'-:O ~--j1';'5 :':'-':':;ZO~-----;tZ5;:-----:t30:;---:3t5--;4t;o --::4~5 -~5~O" 

Fig.11. Relations B1 . 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

= f (N) 

The obtained results and general qualitative 
analysis of problems addi~ional in relation,to 
the considered model yet lmportant in pract~ce, 
i.e.1 formation of losses and failures in 
twenty-four hours'service and influence of rep
eating lost or failed calls, enabled to 
formulate conclusions the most essential of 
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which are be lowl 

1) For all hunt ing algorithms part icularly 
dangerous are faults non disconnecting 
devices out of work in the systeme 

2) Full availability groups with sequential 
hunting are characteristic by the largest 
values of failure coefficients reaching f or 

fJ = OQ the level of several bens ~r cent 
already for only one faulty trunk in the 
group and showing increase trend in func t ion 
of the trunks number in the group. 
For a non-arranged hunting the expected 
values of failure coefficients are - in all 
in practice essential cases - conSiderably 
lower, though they are in turn (already 
for one faulty trunk) as a rule considera~ 
higher than values of losses coefficient 
for full efficiency groups o 

3) It may be said about considerable advantage 
of non-arranged hunting over sequential h~ 
ing in view of the far greater tendency of 
sequential hunting to afford to the subscr
iber failures in uninterrupted series by 
repeated attempts of establishing the call, 
i.e. in view of the noticed by subscriber 
features of the system resistance against 
existence of faulty trunks. Moreover, 
disadvantageous from the exploitation point 
of view - typical only for sequent ial hunt
ing and strong by large values of 13 - is 
dependence of failure coefficient values on 
arrangement of faulty trunks in the group. 
For non-arranged hunting non-efficiency of 
a trunk in the group leads practically to 
the same effect, irrespective of the trunk 
position, uniform without decreases to 
negligible values, but then without catast
rophic increases. 
Irregularity of this kind is characteristic 
for sequential hunting. 

General character of the above quated conclus
ions formulated for full availability groups 
permits to judge, that they should be valid also 
for more complicated systems, while quantitative 
relations may be somewhat different. 

It is worth noticing that results obtained for 
J? = 0<> can be related not only to the consider

ed full availability groups operating with 
losses of calls but also to groups operating 
with delay of calls handling. 
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